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John Bead Product List for 

Beaded Rosettes

65043116

Czech Seed Beads 10/0

Terra Intensive Purple

65043117

Czech Seed Beads 10/0 

Terra Intensive Blue

65043121

Czech Seed Beads 10/0

Terra Intensive Dark

Green

65043113

Czech Seed Beads 10/0 

Terra Intensive Rose

65043111

Czech Seed Beads 10/0

Terra Intensive Yellow

65043118

Czech Seed Beads 10/0

Terra Intensive Light

Green

65443228

Czech Seed Bead/Pony

Bead 6/0 Terra

Intensive Purple

65443224

Czech Seed Bead/Pony

Bead 6/0 Terra

Intensive Orange

74509858-12

GoodFelt Beading

Foundation 1.5mm 8.5x11in

4pcs Purple

74423013-01

Beading Thread JBC

SPECIAL 500m Spool

Black

88827896

GEM-TAC ADHESIVE 2

oz

74301043

Sharps Gold Eye Beading

Needle w/Threader Size 10

https://johnbead.com/search?searchtext=65043116+65043117+65043121+65043113+65043111+65043118+65443228+65443224+74509858-12+74423013-01+88827896+74301043&searchmode=anyword
https://johnbead.com/search?searchtext=65043116+65043117+65043121+65043113+65043111+65043118+65443228+65443224+74509858-12+74423013-01+88827896+74301043&searchmode=anyword
https://johnbead.com/search?searchtext=65043116+65043117+65043121+65043113+65043111+65043118+65443228+65443224+74509858-12+74423013-01+88827896+74301043&searchmode=anyword


John Bead Product List for 

Beaded Rosette, Style Two

65043119

Czech Seed Beads 10/0

Terra Intensive Brown

65001523

Czech Seed Beads 10/0

Opaque Travertine on

Turquoise

65001036

Czech Seed Beads 10/0

Opaque Dark Blue

65043120

Czech Seed Beads 10/0

Terra Intensive Dark

Brown

65402275

Czech Seed Bead/Pony

Bead 6/0 Opaque Dark

Green

74509858-10

GoodFelt Beading Foundation 1.5mm 8.5x11in

4pcs Brown

75727612-12

Faux Suede Sheet

8.5x8.5in Navy

https://johnbead.com/search?searchtext=65043119+65001523+65001036+65043120+65402275+74509858-10+75727612-12+74423013-01+88827896+74301043++&searchmode=anyword
https://johnbead.com/search?searchtext=65043119+65001523+65001036+65043120+65402275+74509858-10+75727612-12+74423013-01+88827896+74301043++&searchmode=anyword
https://johnbead.com/search?searchtext=65043119+65001523+65001036+65043120+65402275+74509858-10+75727612-12+74423013-01+88827896+74301043++&searchmode=anyword


John Bead Product List for 

Bead Embroidered Necklace

65043120

Czech Seed Beads 10/0

Terra Intensive Dark

Brown

65001004

Czech Seed Beads 10/0

Opaque Turquoise Blue

65001192

Czech Seed Beads 10/0

Transparent Royal Blue

65043111

Czech Seed Beads 10/0

Terra Intensive Yellow

63210001-0016

Czech Seed Beads 6/0 Santa Fe Blue

74509858-10

GoodFelt Beading Foundation 1.5mm 8.5x11in

4pcs Brown

27899979-03

Recipe Box - Carrot Cake apx110g

https://johnbead.com/search?searchtext=65043120+65001004+65001192+65043111+63210001-0016+74509858-10+27899979-03+74423013-01+88827896+74301043&searchmode=anyword
https://johnbead.com/search?searchtext=65043120+65001004+65001192+65043111+63210001-0016+74509858-10+27899979-03+74423013-01+88827896+74301043&searchmode=anyword
https://johnbead.com/search?searchtext=65043120+65001004+65001192+65043111+63210001-0016+74509858-10+27899979-03+74423013-01+88827896+74301043&searchmode=anyword


The first part of this tutorial demonstrates bead

embroidery in a circular, rosette style.  

The John Bead Czech Seed Beads used in the

samples are size 10 and size 6 rounds. The colors

are highlighted in the above product lists.   

This tutorial does not limit you to using these

bead sizes or colors.  The methods described

herein can be used with other bead sizes and

your choice of colors and finishes.

The tutorial provides a rough estimate of bead

counts per round assuming size 10 beads.  You

can add to or reduce the number of rounds.

Introduction

Beaded Rosettes



Color A - John Bead Czech Size 10

Terra Intensive Purple

Color B - John Bead Czech Size 10

Terra Intensive Blue

Color C - John Bead Czech Size 10

Terra Intensive Green

Color D - John Bead Czech Size 10

Terra Intensive Rose 

Color E - John Bead Czech Size 10

Terra Intensive Yellow 

Color F - John Bead Czech Size 10

Terra Intensive Light Green

Color G - John Bead Czech Size 6

Terra Intensive Purple

Color H - John Bead Czech Size 6

Terra Intensive Orange

Legend for

Terra Intensive Beaded Rosettes

https://johnbead.com/search?searchtext=65043116+65043117+65043121+65043113+65043111+65043118+65443228+65443224&searchmode=anyword
https://johnbead.com/search?searchtext=65043116+65043117+65043121+65043113+65043111+65043118+65443228+65443224&searchmode=anyword


Step 1

Cut a 4 x 4 inch [10.16 cm] square of GoodFelt.

Step 2

Thread a beading needle with 40 inches [102 cm]

of JBC Special Thread.  Move the needle down

approximately four inches [10.16 cm] and fold the

thread over.  This project is worked on a single

strand of thread.  

Step 3

Identify the center of your 4x4 square of

GoodFelt.  Bring the needle up through it and

pick up 1, Color A bead.  Run the bead down the

thread to sit above the felt.  Stitch down through

the felt, next to the bead.  Leaving a three inch

[7.6 cm] tail, tie a double knot under the felt, not

too tight.  Make it snug without bowing the felt.  

Step by Step Instructions for

Beaded Rosettes 



Step 4

Pick up 6 Color A beads.  

Go back through the first bead added, forming a

circle around the center bead.



Step 5

Stitch down through the felt, then come back up

through the felt next to the thread that runs

through the beads.  Going over the thread that

runs through the beads, stitch down into the felt.

Repeat this step between each bead, locking the

thread in place between each bead.  Stitch down

through the felt.  

Step 6

Stitch up through the

felt next to the ring of

Color A beads.  Pick up

14 Color B beads. Go

back through the first

bead added.    



Step 7

Repeat step 5, stitching

over the thread in

between every other

bead around, then stitch

down through the felt.

Step 8

Stitch up through the

felt next to the previous

ring of beads.  Pick up 25

Color C beads.  Go

through the first bead

added. Stitch down

through the felt. 

Repeat Step 5 in between every other bead, then

stitch down through the felt.

Note: when the rings get

larger, the counts tend

to vary slightly.  Test

the count by laying

beads around the former

and adjust counts as

needed.  



Step 9

The following counts are for Colors D through F.

Repeat steps 5 and 6 with the following counts and

colors.  If at any point you need to add thread, tie a

half hitch knot to a thread on the underside with the

old working thread and trim. Knot the end of a new

strand of thread, stitch up through the felt in the

position you left off, and continue.      

Color D 

Pick up 34 beads

Color E

Pick up 44 beads

Color F

Pick up 52 to 53 beads



Step 10 

After you've added the last ring in your rosette,

trim the felt around your bead work, being

careful not to cut threads.  

Tip: Start by cutting the corners, then adjust the

circle as needed.   

Step 11

Cut a second square of GoodFelt.  This time you

can set this finished rosette onto it to estimate

the size square to cut.  For the sample a 3 x 3 inch

[7.62 cm] square worked well.  

Using GemTac, lightly apply glue to the

underside of your rosette.  Try to avoid applying

glue too close to the edge.  Place it on top of the

new felt square. Place a light weight book on top

and allow to dry.

Once dry, cut the felt around the rosette.   



Step 12 

Thread a beading needle and tie an overhand

knot at the end.  Again we are working on a

single strand.  

Bring the needle up through the beaded felt

layer only, next to the beaded edge.  To do

this, you'll need to stitch in between the felt

layers.   

Pick up 2 Color G beads.  Now stitch from the

back (the non-beaded layer) and go through

both felt layers, exiting next to the beaded

edge.  



Go up through the second Color G bead added.

Pull tightly.  The two beads will sit on the side of

the rosette, connecting and covering the edge of

the two layers.  



Step 13

Pick up one Color G Bead.  Go through both

layers of felt from the back to the front, then

come up through the bead.  Repeat this step

around the rosette.  



Step 14

When you reach the first bead added around

the circle, go down through that bead, then

stitch through both layers of felt, from the

back through the front and come back up

through the bead.  



Step 15

Pick up 2 Color B beads.

Go under the second

thread bridge from the

bead your thread is

exiting.    

Pick up 1 Color B bead. 

 Go under the next

thread bridge.  Come

back up through the

bead.  Repeat this step

around the rosette, but

stop when you are one

bead length from the

first bead.      

Pick up 4 Color B beads.  Go through the first

bead added in the ring.  Pick up the thread bridge

under it, then come back up through the bead

and go through all 4 beads and the last bead of

the ring.   



Pick up the thread bridge under the bead, then go

through all the beads again.  Pick up the thread

bride under the bead on the other side.  Come up

through just that bead.   

Step 16

Pick up 1 Color D and 1 Color H bead.  Go under

the second thread bridge from the bead your tail

is exiting.  Go back up through the Color H bead. 



Step 17

Pick up 1 Color D bead.  Go under the next

thread bridge. Come back up through the

Color D bead.  

Repeat Step 17 around the rosette,

alternating Color D with Color H.  

After adding the last bead, weave in thread

as shown, following the thread path through

several beads.  Trim or thread burn tail.    



Part 2

Bead Embroidery Around Beads,

Cabochons, or Irregular Shapes



Color A- Czech Seed Beads 10/0 Opaque

Turquoise Blue

Color B - Czech Seed Beads 10/0 Transparent

Royal Blue

Color C - Czech Seed Beads 10/0 Terra Intensive

Yellow

Color D - Czech Seed Beads 10/0 Terra Intensive

Dark Brown

Color E - Czech Seed Beads 6/0 Santa Fe Blue 

Bead Legend for

Bead Embroidered Necklace

In the sample design,

beads were selected

from a John Bead Czech

Glass Recipe Bead Box.  

These selections vary,

but this tutorial will

work for any beads you

choose. 

https://johnbead.com/search?searchtext=65043120+65001004+65001192+65043111+63210001-0016+74509858-10+27899979-03+74423013-01+88827896+74301043&searchmode=anyword
https://johnbead.com/search?searchtext=65043120+65001004+65001192+65043111+63210001-0016+74509858-10+27899979-03+74423013-01+88827896+74301043&searchmode=anyword


Step 1 

Cut a 3 x 3 inch [7.62 x 7.62 cm] piece of GoodFelt.  

Select your Czech Glass pieces or shape.  If you're

using a cabochon, you'll need to position, glue,

and let dry with GemTac. 

In the sample design, Czech glass beads with

holes were used.  

Step 2

Thread a beading needle with 40 inches [102 cm]

of beading thread and bring the needle down the

strand 4 inches [10.16cm] and fold over.  This

project is worked on a single strand.  

Tie a knot at the end of the thread.  Bring the

needle up through the felt in the placement

position you'd like for your bead.  Go through the

bead, lay it flat, position how you'd like it, then

stitch down through the felt.  



Step 3

Reinforce step 2 by stitching up through the felt

next to the bead, go through the bead, then stitch

down through the felt.  

Step 4

To add another bead or focal, stitch up through

the felt next to the existing focal, in the position

you'd like to place the new focal bead next to it.      

Go through the new bead.  Lay it into position

and then stitch down through the felt. Reinforce

that connection as in Step 3.



Step 5

Stitch up through the felt next to the focal bead

(any place next to either bead will work).  

Pick up 3 Color A beads and lay them next to the

focal.  Stitch down through the felt.   

Stitch up through the felt in between the first

and second beads added.  Go through the

second and third beads.  Pick up 2 Color A

beads.  



Lay them in position and stitch down through the

felt.

Step 6

Stitch back up through the felt in between the

third and fourth beads.  Go through the fourth

and fifth beads.  Pick up 2 Color A beads and

stitch down through the felt.    

Repeat Step 6, coming up between the last two

beads, adding two new beads, stitching down

through the felt until you have reached a place

around your focal where you need to change

direction sharply.



Step 7

When you reach a place

where you need to

change direction, come

up through the felt in

the new position where

you'd like the beads to

start.  Repeat step 5,

adding three beads and

stitching down through

the felt.  Continue Steps

5 and 6 to navigate

around your shape.  

Tip: Tracing shapes is

easiest when you bring

your beads out past the

shape, in the width of

one more bead.   

An example of this is shown at the leaf point.

One more bead past the point that crosses the

leaf's top is added.  The new row is begun below

it, headed in the other direction.  

 

When you meet the first bead added, go through

it and a few more beads, then stitch down

through the felt.    



Step 8

Come up through the

felt next to the ring you

just finished.  Pick up 3

color B beads and stitch

down through the felt.

Repeat Steps 5 through

7 to trace with beads

around your shape.  

Step 9

To add an

embellishment, stitch

up through the felt in

the place you'd like your

embellishment to sit.  In

the sample design, a

Czech glass bellflower is

used.  

Stitch up through the

hole in the flower, pick

up 1 Color B bead, then

go back through the

flower.  Continue down

through the felt.  

Repeat that step once

more to reinforce the

connection.  



Step 10

Complete as many rings around your shape as

you'd like, add any embellishments, and then

trim the felt around your shape as close as you

can without cutting any threads.  

Cut a square of Faux Suede large enough to cover

your piece. 

Apply glue to the backside of your beaded piece

and set it onto the suede square.  Let dry. 

Step 11

Trim the excess suede around your piece.

Step 12

Refer to Part 1, Steps 12 through 14, to brick stitch

Color C around your piece.

Step 13

Refer to Part 1, Steps 16 and 17, to brick stitch

Colors D and E around your piece.    



Step 14

To add a beaded chain to your necklace, weave in

a new strand of thread, exiting in the position

you'd like one side of your chain to start.  String

Color D and E beads to desired length.  Add 4

Color D beads beads at the top to form a loop

around a jump ring.

Go through all the beads in your chain.  At the

bottom of your chain, go through an adjacent

bead in the piece to the one you exited to start

the chain.

Next, turn and go through the bead you started

your chain from.  Continue through the chain

again, loop around your 4 Color D beads at the

top, come back through the all the beads again

and go through the bead in your work that you

went through before.  

Weave into the work and trim.      

Repeat for the second

side of chain.


